ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT, M.S.

MS Engineering Management is an interactive online engineering master's degree. It is designed to help engineering professionals become exceptional leaders and managers. Throughout the degree, students immediately apply what they learn to their workplace.

This program creates a supportive, interactive online environment that enhances learning from fellow students as well as instructors, while still providing the flexibility necessary to integrate with students' professional lives.

Curriculum focuses on project management, professional ethics, communication, data analysis, problem-solving and collaboration across an engineering enterprise. Students complete the program in 2.5 to four years and may enter in summer, fall or spring terms.

MS Engineering Management is an evolution of the successful M.Eng Engineering: Engineering Management program.

Students must have at least two years of professional engineering experience to qualify for admission. Early career engineers may begin their studies with the Capstone Certificate in Applied Engineering Management (http://guide.wisc.edu/nondegree/capstone/applied-engineering-management-capstone-certificate/).